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This classic Beginner Book makes an ideal gift for Seuss fans and is an especially good way to

show Pop some love on Fatherâ€™s Day!Loved by generations, this â€œsimplest Seuss for

youngest useâ€• is a Beginner Book classic. See Red and Ned and Ted and Ed in a bed. And giggle

as Pat sits on a hat and on a cat and on a bat . . . but a cactus? Pat must NOT sit on that! This

classic Beginner Book makes an ideal gift for Seuss fans and is an especially good way to show

Pop some love on Fatherâ€™s Day! Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage

children to read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their

meaning.
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First published in 1963, Hop on Pop remains a perennial favorite when it comes to teaching kids to

read. Here, as in most of his extensive body of work, Dr. Seuss creates uncomplicated,

monosyllabic rhymes to foster learning and inspire children to read. But what was radical about this

little book at the time of publication (and what makes it still compelling today) is Seuss's departure

from the traditionally dull pictures and sentences used in reading primers. In contrast, the

illustrations here are wild and wonderful, and the accompanying language, while simple, is

delightfully silly. For example, the rhyme "THREE TREE / Three fish in a tree / Fish in a tree? / How



can that be?" is brought to life with a trio of plump, self-satisfied fish perched atop globular branches

as two stymied hybrid dog-rabbit-humanoids look on in consternation. Hop on Pop does much more

than teach children the basics of word construction, it also introduces them to the incomparable

pleasure of reading a book. (Ages Baby to Preschooler)

â€œCombines phonics and word recognition, making sounds and letters recognizable. Highly

recommended.â€•â€”(starred) School Library Journal.Â Â  --This text refers to an alternate Hardcover

edition.

I loved reading this book when I was young and was excited to introduce it to my child who is in the

first stages of reading. My 4 year old can't read every word yet, only 3/4 letter words, but those can

be found on almost every page so it keeps his mind going. It's also great that some of the sight

words he'll need for kindergarten are incorporated so he'll have a head start for class in a couple of

years. If you're looking for a story line, there isn't one, but I can say the wackiness is very

entertaining. I read other reviews that have said that this version is a rewrite, however I didn't notice

the differences. Maybe it's just been that long since I've read it. (Although I totally understand the

frustrations of those who we're expecting original content.)

i didnt like dr. Seuss!I never read it, but i saw the pictures and thought it were the most heinous

illustrations for a kids books!) I would never think that i would buy it and like it! My son brought it to

me from the play area and asked me to read it for him. I did. He loved it! I realized how easy it would

be to read for him himself. (Well, the one we saw first was Hop on Pop book). We ordered these two

and it is our favorite goodnight reads now! Unfortunately, he memorized both books after one week

so i dont know if we will make any progress on reading them since he just goes and "read" them

100% by memory. Very catching! Pictures are hideous! But i can look through them. but my so does

ask me what are they??? Have no answer!

When I was a little girl, I use to beg my mom to read me this book. She did over and over again and

it became the first book I learned to read as a pre-schooler. I read it to my children and they loved it

just as much. This is a wonderful book to teach some reading skills. The illustrations keep children

interested and the simple words and phonetics are perfect for young children who are pre readers or

just learning to read.



It's classic Seuss - what's not to love? I started learning to read at 4, because I loved these books.

Now my toddler loves the rhymes, recites them when she's playing, and I think she too will get an

early start reading. I started downloading children's books on my Kindle Paperwhite because we

travel a lot and carrying a bunch of kids' books wasn't doing any favors for our airplane luggage

allowance. The Paperwhite screen is small and only grayscale, so I wasn't sure if my daughter

would go for it. But she does, and will specify whether she wants to read "Kindle books" or "regular

books." In addition to being a winner with her, my aging eyes find it easy to read the Seuss

Beginner Books because the print is large. I'm a bargain hunter and rarely pay more than a buck for

an e-book, but I make an exception for Suess and this was well worth the full price.

I bought this book so that my daughter can start reading to her son and he really loves sitting on the

couch with this book.

I have a young grandson who doesn't like being in the car for any period of time. This is great for

him. He can look through the book as he's listening to the story and it keeps him occupied. And he's

been introduced to Dr. Seuss in the process!The book is just as I remember Dr. Seuss books from

my childhood and the CD is of good quality. Very crisp and clear in our car CD player.

This was my childrens' and grandchild's favorite book. But don't get the Kindle version. It places 2

pictures on one page and messes up the real reading experience. The book has a natural flow for

better reading.

This was my favorite Dr. Seuss book as a child, so I had to share it with my boss when his son was

born. I hope they love it as much as I always did!
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